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ABSTRACT
This Project is “Efficient Doctor Patient PortAL . ‘DOCTOR NEAR YOU’ “. This Project will overcome the required
problems that a common man Face this pandemic covid time and different cities face while searching for good doctors
near them. In our Project we provide all facilities on a single platform. We are providing many searching options for
people to search according to their need.If a person knows the doctors name then he can search directly by writing the
doctor name and contact them directly via online platform.If a person knows the doctor name then he can search directly
by writing doctor name.Person can also search by disease. Like if he is suffering from a covid disease then he can search
for a covid_19 hospital.
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I.INTRODUCTION
In large hospitals, massive staff members
and doctors are present. Efficient management of
time and scheduling of tasks becomes a very tough
task. At present, a person sick from any disease
needs to visit the hospital to book an appointment.
All the patients need to wait in a queue while
getting an appointment. In case that a doctor calls
off an appointment due to some emergency reasons
then the patient remains unaware about the
cancellation of the appointment till the time he or
she visits the hospital. Also whenever the patient
visits the doctor he or she is asked to bring their
prescriptions. Doctors don’t keep a record of when

the patient last visited him for an appointment.
Doctors are unaware of who all will visit him on a
given day and hence are unable to manage the
appointments accordingly. Doctors are not able to
access the patient details and medical history until
and unless he/she checks the medical report.
Sometimes patients are not able to book
appointments according to their convenience. The
patients don’t have the liberty to reschedule their
scheduled appointment in case of any emergency.
In case the patient requires an organ then he/she
doesn’t have a record of all the potential organ
donors.

II. EXISTING SYSTEMThe Live Portal are
based on below methods:A. Graph-Based Methods--In this approach, by
integrating many, heterogeneous details into a
single graphical representation, unusual patterns
are detected in the data that shows spammer
B. Dynamic Method Binding-A server-side
dynamic web page is a web page whose
construction is controlled by an application
server processing server-side scripts. In serverside scripting, parameters determine how the
assembly of every new web page proceeds,
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behaviors by running graph-based anomaly
detection
algorithms
for
graphical
representation. This approach is not reliable, so
it is challenging to detect false opinions
including the setting up of more client-side
processing.
C. → Hospitals and private clinic currently use
a manual system for the management and
maintenance of critical information. The current
system requires numerous paper forms, with
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data stores spread throughout the hospital
management infrastructure.
D. →Often information (on forms) is
incomplete, or does not follow management
standards. Forms are often lost in transit
between
departments
requiring
a
comprehensive auditing process to ensure that
no vital information is lost.
E. →Multiple copies of the same information
exist in the hospital and may lead to
inconsistencies in data in various data stores.in

this system they don’t have module how to
handle current situation of online treatment
related and
F. →How to handle when covid-19 patient
come to hospital when his condition not worst
and we give them better treatment and his don’t
need to come hospital.
G. →We study about all this problem and then
create a online platform where we resolve all
problem now people facing current situation

III MODULES

Figure 3 Module, Scope, Controller Relation
Module act as a container for different parts of
the web app-services, filters, directives, controllers,
etc. Applications contains a main method that
instantiates and binds the different parts of the
application together. Unlike other applications
Angular JS doesn’t have a main method. Rather
modules are specified in such a way that how an
application should be bootstrapped. There are
enormous benefits to this approach:

•
•
•
•
•

Declarative processes are easier to
comprehend.
Code can be packaged as reusable
modules.
Since, Modules delay execution order of
loading module is random.
Unit tests only loads relevant modules,
which keep them fast.
To override configuration, end to end tests
use modules.

Standup Meetings
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Burn Down Chart data

Product Backlog Grooming

•

Algorithms
Algorithm for registration of patient
Steps:• User clicks on the Login Here/Register link
and then on Register now link
• A form appears which prompts the user to
fill his/her:
1. Name
2. Email Address
3. Password
4. Hint for password in case the user forgets
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•
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•

After filling the details click on register
which submits the form
The details go the LoginController
accordingly
The Post method redirects the details to the
corresponding method of DoctorPatientAPI
From API, the service layer method for
registration is called Service method calls
the PatientDAOImpl class which hits the
database and returns a successmessage
which is bind in DoctorPatientAPI
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IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. Requirements:
1) SoftwareNetbean:-NetBeans is an integrated development
environment for Java. NetBeans
allows
applications to be developed from a set of modular
software components called modules. NetBeans
runs on Windows, macOS, Linux and Solaris.
2) HardwareModern Operating System:
 Windows 7 or 10
 4 GB RAM  x86 64-bit CPU (Intel /
AMD architecture)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
The results are based on the performance of Data
fetching through Dataset as various Performance
Metrics which include accuracy score, Precision,
Recall, F-beta score for an imbalanced dataset of
other website.
 You will be aware about Doctors and
hospitals
 This will help you to guide in being safe
zone.



The proposed framework consists of a set
of modules that are implemented
C.Generalize Data -All cleaned data collected and
generalized regardless of whether they are spam or
not based on different parameters and a corpus is
created by extracting the features. By generalizing
the data a lot of time can be saved.
D. Dataset-First data is collected from the dataset,
in our case which is email, SMS, and comments.
After collecting the data, it is cleansed by getting
rid of extra spaces, removing duplicates, and many
more.





Also if you are in highly crowded
hospitals
you will be aware with
precaution steps.
In comparison to other websites we have
good interface,proper,information about
doctors
essential details are also provided
Aslo we have introduce new Doctors.

VI.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The main motive of this project is to make
an Efficient Doctor-Patient portal system, so that
this helps patients to efficiently view doctors, book
appointments, and also view medical progress. The
doctors will be able to view their appointments,
their patients profile and medical history. This
system has an add-on which allows user to register
for organ donation as well as search for organs. We
have been successful in adding all the above
requirements. A patient can successfully register
himself with the system. After registration he can
login at any time of the day and can search doctors
in different cities according to their specialty.
According to availability of the doctors a patient
can book appointment with the doctor. One can
also view their medical history. A few add-ons that
we have added here are that a patient can
successfully change his password and update
his/his profile, one can even login if he forgets his
password through the hint. Other add-on is that
patient can give feedback to the doctors who
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examined him. We have successfully created an
admin login. Admin is one who can add doctors to
this portal. Admin can also view other details of
doctors and patients. A doctor can successfully
login into the portal with the credentials given by
the admin. He can view his appointments and work
accordingly. He can also view his patients and their
details. He will be able to add treatment to his
patients. The add-on feature here is that he can
update his profile and change password. A patient
can successfully register and deregister for organ
donation. He can also search for the organs were he
will find the count of the organs that have been
registered. This feature will help many needful
people with organ they need
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